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Problem and Significance

• “America’s health care system is neither healthy, caring,
nor a system” – Walter Cronkite

• Improving the functioning of the healthcare system is
arguably one of the most pressing public health
challenges of our time.

• What -> How
– Producing and coordinating the knowledge and know-how for

making sure the right treatment gets to the right person at the
right time, every time



Learning HealthCare System
(U.S. Institute of Medicine)

– One system for learning and doing
(not separate systems for research
and clinical care)

– Data is generated at the point of
care, is aggregated to become
knowledge, which is applied to
clinical care, rapidly



Learning Networks

• Organizational form that enables collaboration, at scale -
among patients, families, clinicians, improvers,
researchers, and others – to improve health, care, and
costs
– Typically focused on a specific condition or problem (e.g. cystic

fibrosis, inpatient safety)
– Multiple clinical sites
– Care delivery, improvement, and research all at once



Learning Networks Change Care

• Spread:
– 9 active networks (+4 new starting in Feb 18)
– 558 teams
– 286 care organizations
– 43 states + D.C, and five countries, including Belgium, Canada,

Qatar, and the United Kingdom

– https://www.cincinnatichildrens.org/service/j/anderson-
center/learning-networks



Learning Networks Change Outcomes



Learning Networks and D&I

• What can Learning Networks teach us about
dissemination and implementation of (transformation to)
Learning Health System?

• How might we use Learning Networks as laboratories for
dissemination and implementation?

• How might we accelerate the dissemination and
implementation of Learning Networks?



D&I Frameworks – Diffusion of innovation
• Innovation attributes: Compatibility (degree of fit between

meaning of intervention and individuals norms/values),
complexity, trialability (ability to test on a small scale),
observability (ability to observe results), relative advantage
(stakeholder’s perceived advantage over alternatives)

• Adopter characteristics (degree of innovativeness)



D&I Frameworks – RE-AIM

• RE-AIM (Glasgow and colleagues)
– Consider methods for

optimizing/supporting
• Reach
• Effectiveness
• Adoption
• Implementation
• Maintenance

– www.re-aim.org



D&I Frameworks - EPIS

• EPIS (Aarons and
colleagues)

• External and local org
characteristics/context that
affect implementation;
factors at each phase
– Exploration
– Adoption/preparation
– Implementation
– Sustainability



Somewhat overlooked in these frameworks

• Demand
– Is this something that is needed?
– Is this something that is wanted?

• NIH Collaboratory, www.rethinkingclinicaltrials.org

• Co-Design builds in demand
– Design with representatives from all stakeholder groups
– Design product must meet all user groups’ needs/goals

• Seid et al, forthcoming, JMIR Human Factors



Learning Networks and D&I

• What can Learning Networks teach us about D&I of Learning
Health System?
– Formative evaluations of Learning Networks

• Processes and strategies
• Characteristics that matter – in choosing strategy or affecting implementation

– Epidemiology of Learning Networks
• Stages of development
• Trajectory of implementation
• Outcomes trajectory

– Mechanisms of change
• Actor-oriented architecture
• Network Maturity Model



Learning Networks and D&I
• How might we use Learning Networks as laboratories for

dissemination and implementation?
– Patient-Centered Outcomes Research and Practical Clinical Trials

• COMBINE
• PRODUCE
• HMHY

– D&I of specific interventions within LNs
• Chronic Care Model
• Goal-setting
• Open Notes
• Shared Decision Making
• Patient Safety
• Collaborative Tracking



Learning Networks and D&I

• How might we accelerate the dissemination and
implementation of Learning Networks?
– Prospective formative evaluation of new LNs
– Modeling potential mechanisms of action

• Actors
• Commons
• Structures, Processes, Protocols

– Prospective studies of mechanisms of action
• Prospective trial on effect of a Learning Exchange on knowledge sharing
• Systematic efforts to increase engagement of actors



Learning Networks Change Careers

• Over the last 8 years
– $50M in grant funding

• Annual funding is increasing year to year
• AC is first in CCHMC for

– Research $ per faculty
– Research $ per square foot

– 90+ scientific papers published



Act now!

• Eight LNs (including 4 PPRNs) in design or pilot stage

• LHSC and SSC to industrialize the LN process
– Scale and spread

• The biggest and best LN laboratory in the world



You Can Make a Difference and
Be Part of the Solution

• Write papers with us
• Write grants with us
• Read up on the science
• Talk with us about how to connect your work with the

Learning Networks


